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Which? response to the European Commision’s Green Paper on the Review of 
the Consumer Acquis  

About Which? 

Which? is an independent, not-for-profit consumer organisation with around 

700,000 members and is the largest consumer organisation in Europe. Which? is 
independent of Government and industry, and is funded through the sale of 
Which? consumer magazines, and books.  This year we are celebrating our 50th 

anniversary of tackling the issues that matter to consumers. 

General Comments 

Which? welcomes this opportunity to comment on the Green Paper and is 
supportive of the stated objectives which are to construct a clearer legal 

framework of consumer protection that should in turn boost consumer 
confidence especially to shop across borders. This ambitious project to 
harmonise eight consumer directives across Member States by 2010, it is hoped, 

will stimulate the internal market. 

Which? has contributed to both the responses of BEUC (the European umbrella 

consumer organisation), and the UK’s Department of Trade & Industry (DTI). We 
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are encouraged to see at this preliminary stage a considerable degree of accord 

between the thinking set out in both responses.  

Areas of difference are centred essentially around the need for more evidence and 

focussed research to support the Commission’s approach in some areas, and the 
need to strike the right levels of harmonisation so that an adequate degree of 
protection to consumers both at the present time, and in the future, is achieved. 

We will confine our comments to those questions where the DTI has elected an 
alternative option to that of BEUC and where there may be a substantive issue of 

difference which may have an adverse affect on British consumers. Where we have 
not provided a response it can be assumed we support the BEUC position, other 
than with respect to the question of second hand goods sold at public auctions, and 

how delivery may be defined. 

 

Harmonisation 

The Commission highlights what it says is a lack of consumer confidence to justify 
its forceful course toward maximum harmonisation. The focus of the green paper is 
to boost the retail sector of the internal market by encouraging cross border 

shopping by consumers and cross border sales by business. E-commerce is 
considered the essential tool to achieve this.  

Recent surveys however, confirm that there are a number of obstacles that 
discourage consumers from shopping virtually abroad which derive from a 
continuous lack of access to the internet, language and cultural differences market 

segmentation and lack of effective redress. Which? supports the BEUC position and 
its comprehensive arguments against the wholesale importation of maximum 
harmonisation.  

In our previous representations in 2005 to the House of Lords Select Committee1, 
and in 2006 to MEPs, we raised concerns that the shift towards maximum 

harmonisation would be a threat to consumers especially in countries which made 
use of minimum clauses when transposing the acquis. In addition, consumer law has 
constantly had to adapt to changes in the market order to efficiently deal with new 

marketing techniques, technologies and business models. Maximum harmonisation 

                                            
1 Submission to House of Lords EU Select committee, January 2005 
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by definition lacks the needed flexibility and therefore it is not always an 

appropriate instrument to achieve a high level of consumer protection2.  

The DTI believe there is a lack of focussed research and evidence as to whether full 

harmonisation is the right approach for the detailed provisions of the acquis, and 
without it there is a risk of introducing unduly burdensome regulation. In conclusion 
therefore, it is evident there is little support for full harmonisation from any 

quarter in the UK. 

Enforcement and redress 

We have consistently requested guidance as to how it is envisaged that the aquis 
will be coordinated with the UCPD so that we may have a clear understanding of 

how the two interlink to constitute the main body of EU consumer law. The DTI 
have offered a model in their submission which may be useful in leading this 
discussion and we note that they have asked the Law Commission to look at what 

consumer redress might be available for a breach of UCPD.  

Parallel developments with respect to redress and enforcement in line with the 

European Commission’s Consumer policy Strategy 2007-2013 and national 
procedural reforms currently underway will also need to be integrated coherently 
into this mix for a full understanding of how consumers may enforce their individual 

and collective cross border rights. Collective and representative actions along with 
the European small clams procedure, and proposals for alternative dispute 
resolution are all coming on stream and are exciting developments in an area where 

there has long been inertia. 

 

Detailed responses  

General legislative approach  
 

Horizontal issues 

QB2: Should contracts between private persons be considered as consumer 

contracts when one of the parties acts through a professional intermediary?  

                                            
2 Submission to House of Lords Select Committee on the European Union 14 January 2005 authored by Ajay 

Patel, and letters to Malcolm Harbour and Diana Wallis MEP’s, 24 January 2006. 
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We support option 2 

We agree with the BEUC position, subject to evidence to the contrary, that where 
both parties are private but one of them is represented by a ‘professional’, 

intermediary consumer protection rules should apply in favour of the weaker party 
(that without representation). We are not convinced that the role of the 
intermediary would be hard to define or their levels of advice hard to measure. If 

the intermediary is a professional (paid to give advice) then this should not be 
difficult to establish. We think the current rules with respect to intermediaries or 
agents in the UK may underlie the DTI’s uncertainties. 

 

Scope of application of the EU rules on unfair terms  

Cooling off periods  

QF1: Should the length of the cooling –off periods be harmonised across the 
consumer acquis?  

We support a combination of options 1 and 2  

We support BEUC’s response, and wish to emphasize that timesharing is a major 
area of complaint for UK consumers. While the cooling off periods in other 
directives may be set at fourteen calendar days we agree that a period of one 

month for withdrawal is necessary in this sector. There is a special case for 
exemption given that fourteen days will often not be sufficient for consumers to 
obtain the information and advice they may need to make an informed decision.  

 

General contractual remedies 

G1: Should the horizontal instrument provide for general contractual remedies 
available to consumers?  

We support option 2 

UK consumers do have a range of contractual remedies available to them for breach 
of contract and therefore there is a strong argument against a general contractual 

remedy. The problem, however, lies in the fact that consumers are often confused 
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about the remedy they can seek. Option 2 does not limit the range of remedies 

available and instead may well provide a clearer framework of remedies available 
through the horizontal instrument. Codification of the existing remedies available 
to UK consumers, and those the Commission’s suggests, may prove a very useful 

way for consumers to access and enforce their rights. 

 

 

Specific rules applicable to Consumer Sales  

Types of contracts to be covered  

Q H1: Should the rules on consumer sales cover additional types of contracts 
under which goods are supplied or digital content services are provided to 
consumers? 

We support option 4 

The DTI is concerned that a horizontal instrument may be unable to deal effectively 
with rules covering digital content and goods and services, which could result in 

difficulties in achieving a future proofed framework of consumer rights. We think 
that may be the case, and therefore support the idea of extending the scope of the 
directive as BEUC suggests, under which goods are supplied to consumers as in 

option 2. 

 

Second- hand goods sold at public auctions 

QH2: Should the rules on consumer sales apply to second-hand goods sold at 
public auctions? 

We support option 2 (for the UK) 

The UK is one of the 8 Member States which have exercised the right to implement 

Art 1.3 of the Directive which excludes from the scope of the directive ‘second 
hand goods sold at public auction where consumers have the opportunity to attend 
in person’. The auction sales conventions in the UK particularly in the art and 

livestock markets where the goods are ‘unique’ and rarely ‘replaceable’ are such 
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that buyers attend in person or send an agent. We agree with the DTI that cooling 

off periods and right of withdrawal from the contract in these circumstances would 
cripple the market and consumers would no longer enjoy access to these goods. 

The situation for online auctions is less clear, however, Which? is not aware of 
consumer complaints in this area. A definition of ‘public auctions’ at the EU level 
would be useful.  

 

General obligation of a seller –delivery and conformity of goods 

QL1: How should delivery be defined ? 

We support option 3 in principle 

We agree with BEUC that generally for consumers, the ‘material receipt of the good 
is experienced and seen as the actual delivery’. For many reasons however parties 
now negotiate other forms of delivery often through a third party. 

BEUC points out that ‘In the case of distance selling, one of the biggest problems 
remains non-delivery of intangible products. BEUC suggests that a better way to 

deal with this is by ‘providing consumers with remedies in case of non delivery, late 
or partial delivery’. This goes again to the question of the scope of the directive, 
we support the proposal that remedies should be made available for non –delivery 

of intangible goods. 

 

Remedies  

After- Sales Service 

We support BEUC’s comments on the glaring omission from this discussion of after- 

sales service. This is a very important feature of consumer confidence in cross 
border trading. Consumers will often point to the fact that they didn’t know where 
to go if a fault developed in a particular product as the reason for not purchasing 

cross border.  We agree the information on whether after-sales service is available 
should be made compulsory.  
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QM1 : Should a horizontal instrument provide for a default content of a 
commercial guarantee 

We support option 2 

We accept that the Unfair Commercial Practices Directive deals with vague 
statements that do not confer additional benefits. Our experience however is that 

this is a major area of confusion and detriment for consumers. We would prefer a 
prevention rather than cure approach under the UCPD.  

Consumers find it difficult to differentiate between legal and commercial 
guarantees and will often rely on the information available in the leaflets at the 
time of sale which will only include the commercial and not the legal guarantee 

periods.  

We think default rules could provide a major boost for consumer confidence by 

providing clarity and certainty in one of the biggest trouble spots. 

 

Please do not hesitate to contact us if you require any further information or have 
any questions about our position.  Thank you in advance for taking our views in 

consideration.   

 

 

 

 


